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The description of the disease processes, their
symptomatology and treatment is lucid.
The book contains a great amount of practical

information useful to the practitioner. The more
common operative procedures are described, many
useful hints are given and pitfalls pointed out.

This book is remarkably good value for the
modest sum of I 8s.

W.D.D.

MODERN ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Vol. I. The P-Q-R-S-T-U Complex

By E. LEPESCHKIN, M.D. PP. xiv + 593, with 9I
illustrations. London: Bailliere, Tindal and
COx. I951. C;4 IIs. 6d.
This is a very valuable book written by a world

authority on electrocardiography. The present
volume is the first of two and deals with all aspects
of electrocardiography other than disorders of
rhythm, which will be the subject of the second
volume.

Dr. Lepeschkin has succeeded in his main object,
which is to provide a guide to all the available
literature (till May 1950), and not far short of
IO,ooo references are listed in alphabetical order
(of authors) at the end of the book. But there are a
few, known to your reviewer, which have not been
included.
To save space, the text is set out ih a rather

unusual fashion, being written in compact sections
with adequate cross-references and with authors
seldom quoted by name in the text; instead, the
paper quoted is given as a serial number in paren-
theses (which is its serial number in the references),
and thereby probably ioo pages of text space must
have been saved.
One particularly likes the chapters on myocardial

infarction, coronary insufficiency, ventricular hyper-
trophy and strain, and intraventricular conduction
defects. Nevertheless, it is doubtful, in your
reviewer's opinion, whether much is to be gained
by replacing the classical term ' bundle-branch
block' by this last designation ('intraventricular
conduction defect '), and one notes that Lepeschkin
himself prefers to use the former term in the legends
of the relevant figures.
Your reviewer finds the earlier chapters, dealing

with the theory of the leads and the electrophysi-
ology of heart muscle, the least satisfactory and,
except to one really well acquainted with the sub-
jects dealt with, this part of the book will probably
prove more confusing than clarifying. The essential
reason for this is the confusion of polarity so easily
caused bfy the static conceptions of the dipole theory
of excitation.

For instance, Fig. z8, which is adapted from
Macleod's well-known (1938) paper, is shown in
correct polarity (the reverse of Macleod's diagram),
but Lepeschkin has confused the whole issue by
assuming the muscle strip to have been stimulated
at its right-hand end, in which case the temporal
progression of the waves is incorrect-the ' T wave '

now occurring before the ' QRS complex.' Figs.
z9 and 31 follow the same convention, but in Fig. 32

the muscle strip is assumed to have been stimulated
at its left-hand end and the polarity is now shown as
negative above and positive below the iso-electric
line, which cannot but prove confusing to the
student. Fig. 37, which integrates the electro-
cardiogram in a unipolar chest lead from positive
and negative monophasic action potential curves, is
ingenious, but not very convincing. It is surely
simpler, and more correct, to regard the electro-
cardiogram as the temporal algebraic sum of the
various ' fronts ' of negativity which are proceeding
(even though obliquely) towards, or away from, the
selected unipolar lead location in the proximal and
distal (to the electrode) portions of the myocardium.
There are a few minor mistakes (e.g. §225, line

12: ' ventricular' should read 'auricular.' §156,
line 6: Fig. 34d is mentioned, and does not exist),
misprints and occasional misspellings (e.g. ' exist-
ance '). But, considering that the author is not
writing in his native language-he is a refugee from
Vienna-the English is usually clear and well
expressed; there are, however, occasional lapses
(e.g.' progredience ' (§796, line I5) and' sensibliza-
tion' (§883, line 9) ). In Fig. 2b, which purports
to show the circuit diagram of a resistance-capaci-
tance coupled valve amplifier, the grids of both
valves are shown ' free ' and without any metallic
continuity with their cathodes, so that the amplifier
could not possibly function as drawn.
These are small details, however, and do not

detract from the real value of the book. It is
essentially a book of reference, and as such will be
warmly welcomed by all serious and more advanced
students of electrocardiography. But it is most
decidedly not a book for beginners, nor, of course,
is it meant to be.

D.A.R.

EDINBURGH POST-GRADUATE LECTURES
IN MEDICINE

Volume V, 1948-9
Pp. xi + 5i8, illustrated. Edinburgh: Oliver and

Boyd. 1952. ZIS.

The lectures delivered under the aegis of the
Honyman Gillespie Trust have come to form a very
important part of the postgraduate teaching pro-
gramme in the Edinburgh Medical School. Since
their institution the trustees have with commend-
able wisdom published them in full and the volume
presently under review covers the period I948-49.
It is inevitable that some of the contributions have
suffered by such a long delay between presentation
and publication, but the majority have, by their
nature, more enduring qualities. Covering, as they
do, all branches of medicine, and contributed, as.
they are all required to be, by graduates of the
Edinburgh School, it must fairly be admitted that
they satisfy the claims of Professor Johnstone when,
in his foreword, he suggests, that' . . . these selected
essays do show some of the interesting and strangely
multifarious lines along which our graduates have
been working.'

M.R.E.
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